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Marine no-take zone rapidly
benefits threatened penguin
marine food webs stability.

By Lorien Pichegru, David Grémillet,
Rob Crawford and Peter Ryan

Recent studies showed that up to 90% of large
marine top predators were removed from the
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his study reports on the

seas in the past century. If most institutions

world’s first experimental

agree that active conservation measures are to

demonstration

be taken urgently to preserve these species,

marine

that

protected

a
area

MPAs

for

top

predators

are

still

very

closed to fisheries can have immediate

controversial. Indeed, MPAs vary greatly in

benefits for an Endangered marine top

their levels of protection and compliance,

predator.

leading to occasional “paper parks”. In the
offshore environment reserves are challenging
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Humans have always impacted the coasts and

to design because of the mobility of pelagic

seas, with changes in the ecosystems only

species and it is often thought that these reserves

visible sometimes decades or centuries

should be large to ensure efficiency, thus

afterward. Evidence that the climate is

consequently expensive to monitor, to maintain

globally changing and that humans have a

and to ensure compliance.

prominent responsibility in these changes
raised

major

concerns

about

active

conservation measures.

In this study, we showed that relatively small no
-take zones could benefit top predators relying
on highly mobile prey such as pelagic fish.

In the oceans, Marine Protected Areas (MPA)
are one of these measures, aiming to protect
biodiversity as well as to re-establish
the integrity of damaged ecosystems.
The Convention on Biodiversity held
in Rio in 1992 stipulated that 10% of
all marine areas should be under
protection. To date, however, less than
1% of the oceans are protected, mainly
coastally, thus offering little protection
for declining populations of marine top
predators despite their crucial role in

The African penguin Spheniscus demersus,
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endemic to Southern Africa, will be upgraded

enforcement of this ban in 2009

to Endangered in February 2010 (Crawford,

they switched to 70% foraging

Marine and Coastal Management, pers.

within the protected zone (see

com.), following the decrease by 60% of its

map). They also decreased their

global population between 2001 and 2009,

foraging effort by 30%, which

leaving 26 000 pairs left. This dramatic drop

reduced

in its numbers is attributed to a lack of food,

exp en d iture

following a 500 km longitudinal shift in the

comparison, the main feeding

distribution zone of their prey, anchovies and

locations of penguins from Bird

sardines. This food shortage is enhanced by

Island

the fact that purse-seine fisheries persist in

remained similar between 2008

exploiting the remaining pelagic fish stocks,

and 2009 (see map), with an

thereby competing with the penguins.

increase in foraging effort over

their

(the

daily
by

energy

4 0 %.

‘control’

By

island)

African penguin with GPS device secured to its lower back

this time period.
Management, the South African government

benefits of no-take zones for penguins, which
seem to respond extremely rapidly to

In January 2009, Marine and Coastal
This study strongly suggests immediate

concomitant

changes

in

pelagic

fish

agency responsible for fisheries management,
closed a 20 km-radius area to purse-seine
fishing around the world’s largest African
penguin colony at St Croix Island, Algoa
Bay. The positions of purse-seine vessels
were monitored constantly via satellite
telemetry, ensuring compliance within the
experimental closure. The waters around Bird
Island, another penguin colony 50 km away
within the same bay, remained open to
fishing (therefore functioning as a ‘control’
study site). We studied penguin foraging
behaviour through GPS tracking of adults
raising chicks before (in 2008) and after (in
2009) the fishing ban at both colonies. The
GPS devices are housed in a waterproof
casing, weighing less than 2% of the birds’
body

mass.

They

are

attached

with

waterproof tape on feathers of the lower back
of the adult, minimizing the drag in the
water. The devices record longitude and
latitude every minute, as well as water depth,
through pressure, every second. From these
data we extrapolate the foraging effort of the
adults, in terms of foraging trip duration, path
length, number of dives performed, depth and
location of these dives.
Before the fishing ban (in 2008), penguins
breeding on St Croix performed 75% of their

Fig. 1. Foraging areas (density of feeding dives) of African penguins Spheniscus demersus

dives farther than 20km from the colony,

breeding on St Croix Island and Bird Island (stars), in South Africa, before (2008) and after

travelling up to 150 km to find their food. In

(2009) closure to purse-seine fishing within 20 km of St Croix Island and an adjacent area

striking contrast, just 3 months after the

surrounding an offshore bank (circled).
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distribution. Appropriately designed MPAs

Integrated coastal management
and potjiekos

can benefit threatened top predators, even
those relying on mobile prey over a small
area. Selecting sites for species with such

By Louis Celliers

limited foraging ranges may be an important
first conservation step since they limit the
area

closed

to

fisheries,

minimizing

stakeholder conflicts and easing compliance,
which in turn may ensure long-term benefit
for the ecosystems comprised in these
habitats.
This

research

was

conducted

Institute, at University of Cape Town, the
Ecology

Environment

of

the

National Center for Scientific Research at the
CEFE in Montpellier, France, and South
African National Parks.
Photo Credits: Lorien Pichegru

ride for the coastal area.

F

A shack at the

or many, many years, even before

beach – with a sea view of course, and a

my own involvement in matters

braai plek – became the newest bling acces-

coastal management, there had

sory.

The lack of useful spatial planning

been talk that one day South Africa would

directives from national to local government

have its very own integrated coastal manage-

level and the disjuncture between conserva-

ment act.

tion planning, and growth and developing
targets did not help of course. The cold and

as

collaboration between the Percy FitzPatrick
Institute

larly the property market, made for a rough

A magic potion that has been brewing in

congealing ICM Act in its neglected potjie

workshop after workshop as stakeholders and

was sorely missed during the last ten years.

scientists, tried recipe after recipe; green

Not to be unfair to those that worked tire-

paper and white papers and a whole lot of

lessly behind the scenes during this period of

redrafts of a “no-quite-right-yet” Act. The

apparent inertia, I can only imagine the frus-

1990s really was a special and productive

tration and effort it took to fan the fire back

time for coastal management. Upon the rapid

to Act(ive) flame.

publication of the excellent Green Paper
(1998), closely followed by a virtually uni-

Be that as it may, with the end of the property

versally accepted White Paper (2000), every-

boom, the collapse of most first world econo-

body was aglow in the satisfaction of a job

mies in the late 2000s, and an increasing

well done and the promise of a rapid promul-

concern over the general intensity and

gation of what was going to be an all new

storminess of coastal weather, frequent

ICM Act – the magic potion seemed to be

floods, shifting sands, it is now appropriate to

cooking nicely.

And then, in exactly the

say that Elvis has left the building, or at least

same way that a brick hangs gracefully in the

the beach. Our relationship with the coast

air, similar to a lead balloon, the process

has been, and from now onwards will be,

stalled, the potion lost its magic; the pot came

acutely tested in the face of an environment

off the boil; die potjie wil nie kook nie.

that seems to have lost its sense of humour.
We have become very cosy, and quite

Joining the KwaZulu-Natal Coastal Working

frankly, not a little asinine, in our behaviour

Group in 2000, later renamed the Provincial

on the coast, a valuable national resource,

Coastal Committee, one of, if not the first of

and a place where we enjoy a potjie or two.

such committees in South Africa, I was initiated into the mirthless ‘in’ joke where some-

Now that the perception of an eternally be-

one would ask if the ICM Act had been

nevolent coast has been swept away with the

promulgated in the last two months.

So

rising tide, living, working and playing next

many things good and bad happened in this

to the ocean will have a sharper edge begging

period between the White Paper and the en-

a greater awareness of our environment.

actment of the ICM Act – as it did in South

That nagging feeling that something is not

Africa in general. To take a step even further

quite right is actually the not-so-gentle lap of

back, from the first free elections, when

the ocean waves against the backdoor, or a

apartheid was smothered in the armpits of

growing wind-blown dune over the garage.

democracy, there was giddy excitement about

Yes, something is amiss in “coastopia”. We

the potential for growth and development in

have to seriously reconsider our relationship

South Africa. This, coupled with a stagger-

with the coastal environment. It is however,

ing growth in global economies and particu-

with great relief that we can contemplate our
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Management Act of South Africa.

that came into effect on the 1st of December

implementing the provisions of the new Act.
Already there are nervous twitches as prov-

2009. There are coals glowing again under

This book is available free of charge from the

inces and municipalities are coming to under-

the potjie. The ICM Act is the first legal

D E A

stand and test the implications of the ICM

instrument of its kind in South Africa, dedi-

www.environment.gov.za/HotIssues/2009/

Act.

cated to managing our coastline in an inte-

guidetoacts/ICMlowresact.pdf) but will also

high-water marks, and coastal protection

grated fashion and ensuring the sustainable

be distributed as part of an information pack

zones is most exciting. Now, let’s all play

use of the coast’s natural resources. The Act

that will be presented at the official launch of

nice with our coastal neighbours and give

offers a new approach to managing the activi-

the ICM Act early in 2010. The information

each other a big hug, hold hands, sing kum ba

ties of people in the coastal zone. The objec-

packs will be distributed to all coastal mu-

yah and call it cooperative governance. In-

tives of the ICM Act are to:

nicipalities and other relevant government

teresting times lie in wait and die potjie is

•

Determine the coastal zone of the Re-

agencies.

nou gaar, kom proe!

public;

ICM Act is intended to promote an under-

•

Provide within the framework of the
National Environmental Management
Act, for the co-ordinated and integrated
management of the coastal zone by all
spheres of government in accordance
with the principles of co-operative governance;

•

•

•

w e b s i t e

This user-friendly guide to the

Louis

best way to describe the Guide would be to

louis.celliers@gmail.com), Coastal Unit -

say that it is a translation of the legal docu-

SSI Engineers and Environmental Consult-

ment into an accessible, easy-to-use docu-

ants.

ment that has summarised and simplified the
“legalese” through the use of bullets, tables
and

figures.

Conundrum
solved,

the status of coastal public property as

the Act, read

being held in trust by the State on behalf

the guide and

of all South Africans, including future

save the coast.

generations;

Seriously

Secure equitable access to the opportu-

though,

the

nities and benefits of coastal public

Guide

is

property; and

merely a com-

in terms of international law regarding
coastal management and the marine
environment.
Exciting as this may be, anyone that has ever
read an Act of Parliament can attest to the
soporific effect of reams of text thinly disguised by the use of what appears to be the
English language. Personally, I find the insistent internal cross-referencing most annoying to the extent that my eyes water. For no
other reason than this, and our intense desire
to see the implementation of integrated
coastal management as a tool to enhance the
ecosystem services of the coast, the SSI
Coastal Unit joined with the Department of
Environmental Affairs in a public-private
partnership that has produced a UserFriendly Guide to the Integrated Coastal

The twittering around setback lines,

standing of the provisions of the Act. The

Preserve, protect, extend and enhance

Give effect to South Africa’s obligations

( h t t p : / /

ditch

panion
ment

docuto

the

ICM Act and
it is our intention to “grow”
the guide as
our

under-

standing of the
Act

is

tem-

pered through
i mp le me n t ation.
With the throttle against the
stops,

hair

blowing in the
wind,

comes

the

dilemma

of

actually

Celliers

(louisc@ssi.co.za

or
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The ASCLME Project and its progress in South Africa
By Claire Attwood and Juliet Hermes

and Coastal Management (MCM) is the na-

together information from many different

tional focal point of the Project and Johann

sources and are designed to help each of the

he Agulhas and Somali Current

Augustyn, Chief Director of Research, Ant-

participating countries to accurately deter-

Large

Ecosystems

arctica and Islands, is the South African rep-

mine the status of their marine and coastal

(ASCLME) Project is one of

resentative on the Project Steering Commit-

ecosystems and analyse the threats to these

tee.

ecosystems.

introducing an ecosystem approach to the

In each of the nine participating countries, a

As D&I Coordinator, Juliet is tasked with the

management of the region’s marine and

National Coordination Group (COG) has

coordination of all national activities in sup-

coastal resources.

been established, made up of a Cruise Coor-

port of sourcing, gathering, reviewing, com-

dinator, Data and Information (D&I) Coordi-

piling and reporting on data and information

The ecosystem approach highlights human

nator and a Training and Capacity Building

required for the MEDA report.

needs in biodiversity management and aims

Coordinator. In South Africa, Shaz du

to achieve the optimal use of an ecosystem,

Plessis, Marine Technician at MCM, is

The MEDA consists of descriptions, areas of

without degrading it.

Cruise Coordinator; Juliet Hermes, Manager

concern, gaps and metadata tables of the

T

Marine

three projects that are being implemented in
the western Indian Ocean, with a view to

of SAEON’s Egagasini Node is D&I Coordi-

biophysical environment, the human environ-

1

nator; and Jimmy Khanyile, Deputy Director

ment, the economy, policy and governance

and WIO-LaB , the ASCLME Project is

at MCM, is Training and Capacity Building

and planning and management. There is also

working with nine countries in the region to

Coordinator.

an exhaustive bibliography which a number

Together with its sister projects, SWIOFP
2

of students have been working on.

institutionalise the cooperative management
of the Agulhas and Somali Large Marine

The COGs are the teams responsible for driv-

Ecosystems (LMEs).

ing each country’s contribution to the AS-

The in-country inputs to the MEDA reports

CLME Project. The Cruise Coordinator and

involve the following steps:

Now in its third year of implementation, the

Training and Capacity Building Coordinator

•

ASCLME Project – which is based in Gra-

are responsible for planning a country’s con-

tives to discuss and agree on MEDA

hamstown at the South African Institute for

tribution to scientific activities, drafting

structure and development process;

Aquatic Biodiversity (SAIAB) – has begun to

cruise plans and ensuring that the country is

make significant strides towards achieving

able to reap the benefits of training and ca-

this goal. At the regional level, a number of

pacity building opportunities offered by the

very successful research cruises have been

ASCLME Project.

•

Regional Meeting of COG representa-

In-country contractual and administrative arrangements;

•

Capture of existing data on Productivity,
Fish and Fisheries and Ecosystem

conducted on the Dr Fridtjof Nansen, and at
the country level, the process of compiling

The D&I Coordinator is specifically respon-

Health and Pollution status (into a

Marine

sible for the compilation of the country’s

causal chain analysis and prioritisation)

MEDA report.

as well as inputs from the cruise data;

Ecosystem

Diagnostic

Analyses

(MEDA reports) is well underway.

•
Progress in South Africa

Assessment of existing socioeconomic

The MEDA reports are viewed as important

concerns and governance mechanisms

stepping stones on the path towards the sign-

(root causes to solutions);

The ASCLME Project has a national and a

ing of a Strategic Action Programme – the

regional structure. Each of the countries has a

agreement that will mark the start of formal

national focal point, which is usually located

cooperation between the countries of the

within a ministry or department of fisheries

western Indian Ocean in the management of

or the environment. In South Africa, Marine

their marine and coastal resources. They pull

•

Annexes (indicator and monitoring work
programme; capacity building and training work programme);

•

Assistance and input to additional pro-
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ject studies;

•

Draft and adoption of MEDA at national
level.

Report back on the 11th Annual POGO

As part of this work, Juliet has attended a

By Juliet Hermes

cations and networking involved in Global

number of meetings with the other D&I coordinators, which has allowed for useful networking and relationship building with other
East African countries.

Ocean Observations. This is key both for

T

he

annual

POGO

South African Operational Oceanography (in

(Partnership for Observa-

which SAEON is a key player) but also for

tion of the Global Ocean)

GOOS-Africa in which South Africa plays a

was held in Moscow,

lead role.

Due to the enormity of the task of compiling

Russia, in January 2010. POGO is a partner-

the MEDA, additional support has been

ship representing the leading laboratories of

Traveling to Moscow during one of the cold-

brought in to help with coordination. The

the world engaged in ocean observations. The

est winters in over 60 years was certainly an

first draft of the MEDA for South Africa is

annual meetings are held to co-ordinate ob-

experience, as was sitting around a table with

now almost complete. The MEDA will un-

servations

communication.

over 20 directors and deputy directors from

dergo a number of reviews and will eventu-

POGO is the lead organization for ocean

the worlds leading oceanographic institutes

ally be made available as a public document.

observations in GEO, the Group on Earth

(NOAA, BAS, PML, SOCS, CSIRO to name

Observations.

a few). This was an incredible opportunity to

and

improve

The importance of the MEDA

gain a better understanding of how POGO
The South African consortium for POGO

works and how the different organizations

One of the main goals of the MEDA reports

consists of Ma-Re, SAEON and ACCESS.

interact and what their future plans are, as

is to identify “areas of concern”, specifically

This year, Dr Hermes attended the annual

well as different opportunities and problems.

where environmental problems are caused or

meeting on behalf of the SA Consortium.

influenced by other countries or international

This is a key international organisation and

On arrival we had a tour of the Shirshov In-

activities. Regional problems and activities

involvement in POGO allows South Africa

stitute for oceanography and were able to get

that have implications for all the countries, or

access to different bursary options, training

an understanding of what work is being done

for areas beyond national jurisdiction, will

and international visiting scientists. From the

there and, with over 1200 employees and 5

also be detailed.

meeting, South Africa will also be party to

research vessels there is a lot being done!

decisions on the latest technology, communi-

Interestingly one of their key displays con-

The national MEDA reports will form the
basis of each country’s contribution to the
regional Transboundary Diagnostic Analysis,
a wide ranging and detailed summary of the
problems affecting the Agulhas and Somali
Current Large Marine Ecosystems. The TDA
will, in turn, inform the SAP, which is the
ultimate goal of the ASCLME Project.

Further details can be found on the ASCLME
Project website www.asclme.org or by contacting Juliet: Juliet@saeon.ac.za
1

South West Indian Ocean Project

2

Addressing land-based activities in the West

Indian Ocean

POGO Participants
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sisted of a preserved African coelacanth, so I

ence and the working groups from this. It was

felt at home! Following from this there were

very positive to see Pedro Monteiro of the

The following day was an opportunity to hear

numerous presentations with regards to infra-

CSIR as one of the very few non UK/USA

from new facilities and developments, as well

structure for ocean observatories, and some

working group leaders.

as a discussion on capacity building and out-

results from some of the longest running

reach. There was some very interesting fur-

monitoring stations were given. This in-

There was also a presentation on the POGO

ther discussion and planned action points

cluded the BATS station in Bermuda and the

sh ip s

(h ttp ://www.p o go -

which can be further discussed with anyone

director of BIOS, Tony Knapp also discussed

oceancruises.org/), which is a website show-

interested. The next POGO meeting will be

ocean sites google earth website (jcommops,

ing activities by all the institutes. Unfortu-

held in Korea and in 2012 we put forward a

http://www.jcommops.org/) which as its own

nately, as yet, South Africa has yet to supply

bid to hold the meeting in Cape Town, which

data system and led a discussion on the fact

details to the website, but hopefully this will

was well received.

that there are many data repositories in the

soon be updated.

d atab as e

world but that these are unfortunately not

The meeting is not just about the presenta-

linked. The IOC ocean data portal (IODE

There was a presentation from the Census of

tions but about the chance for key institu-

webpage) provides access to various datasets.

Marine Life on a potential ‘quiet ocean ex-

tional directors to share opportunities and

The IOC is celebrating 50 years in 2010 and

periment’ – dedicating 1 day when all noise

discuss problems in a think tank type atmos-

there are numerous activities taking place

in the ocean is stopped and acoustic measure-

phere. I am grateful to SAEON, Ma-Re and

(http://ioc-unesco.org/).

ments are made. This day is only being pro-

ACCESS for sponsoring my attendance at

posed in a few years time, initial feasibility

this meeting and in particular to Prof John

Einar Svendsen, the director of the Bergen

studies need to be completed first. An inter-

Field for maintaining South Africa’s active

institute discussed the sad reality that after 60

esting presentation and discussion on core

involvement in POGO, keeping our marine

years, Station M off Norway will no longer

observations and rationalising committees

community at the forefront of oceanography.

be funding. Although where possible ship

was given and it was raised that there are

measurements will be taken in this region,

over 400 acronyms that are related to ocean

If anyone would like more information or

this led to an interesting discussion of how

sciences!

documentation,

different institutes who may be working in

Juliet@saeon.ac.za

the area can help improve the temporal cov-

We had the opportunity to visit the Russian

erage. The discussion really highlighted the

Academy of Sciences, the walk there in was -

importance of maintaining long term moni-

20 degrees Celsius and snow was certainly

toring.

invigorating. We were rewarded with the
premier of the movie “Océans” produced in

Susan Avery from the Woods Hole Oceano-

partnership with the Census of Marine Life

graphic Institute discussed OOI - the Ocean

and the Sloan Foundation. This movie will be

Observatories Initiative which consists of an

in cinemas and available on DVD (http://

array of different sensors (physical, biologi-

www.coml.org/oc%C3%A9ans-film or http://

cal, engineering etc) throughout the water

www.oceans-lefilm.com/). It is a beautiful

column and uses cyber-infrastructure to cre-

representation of marine life and the sound is

ate an interactive ocean laboratory. There are

incredible, although at 1 hour 40 mins the

cruises to the 4 global sites every 12 months

version we saw was somewhat long and,

www.oceanleadership.org

coming from Cape Town, I did not need to be

and

http://

oceanobservatories.org (live in 2010).

reminded of the spectacular ability of great
whites to catch seals! It seemed a little ironic

Some further presentations, although interest-

after watching a movie dedicated to protect-

ing, focused more on aspects related to ma-

ing marine life that we ate a sturgeon, but

rine policies in the UK. The discussions then

very generous of the Russians to put on such

moved on to the recent Ocean Obs confer-

a lovely reception.

please

contact
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Aquarium educator acknowledged
by Renée Leeuwner

A

t the recent National Marine and
Coastal Educators’ Network
(MCEN) gala prize giving evening, Bianca Engel, Assistant
Head of Education at the Two Oceans Aquarium, received the award for the Best Marine
Educator of the year. The annual MCEN
conference held in January 2010 was attended by educators from around the country.
Engel’s ability to engage people and to captivate audiences has earned her the accolade of
Best Marine Educator of the Year. Her efforts in teaching young and old are appreciated, not only by those within MCEN, but
especially by the Two Oceans Aquarium.
When asked how she felt about receiving the
award, Engel said: “It is great being acknowledged by my peers in marine education for
the work my colleagues and I are doing to
foster love and respect of these animals for
their, and our future well being. And as Sylvia Earle was quoted as saying ....’As a result
of the industrialised plundering of the
oceans...we only have ten years to get our

message (of sustainable fishing)
across”.
As a qualified Biology
teacher,
Engel
started
teaching at the
Two
Oceans
Aquarium twelve
years ago where
her efforts initially
focused on junior
s c h o l a rs
fro m
Grade R to Grade Three. Later, she moved
into teaching all ages from Grade One to
university students and adults. She continues
to teach in the Aquarium’s Discovery Centres
and is also responsible for researching, compiling and presenting various courses which
are on offer at the Aquarium. These include
the Young Biologist courses, adult courses
which focus on specific themes such as sustainable seafood as well as teacher training
and matric revision.

won the award for Best Presentation at the
Conference and Russell Stevens, Head of
Education at the Aquarium, was honoured for
his dedication to MCEN.
MCEN is a Co-ordinating Group of SANCOR. The Network aims to provide a link
between various marine education organisations and individuals in order to minimise
fragmentation and to provide a platform for
sharing ideas and materials to promote effective marine education.

Khonzani Lembeni (teacher at the Aquarium)

Two Oceans Aquarium flies the Blue Flag
by Renée Leeuwner

T

he Two Oceans Aquarium is
proud to announce that for the
second year running its Environmental Education Centre presented the Blue
Flag beach-staff training course for the City
of Cape Town in February 2010. The fiveday course ran over two consecutive weeks to
accommodate both casual and permanent
staff who are responsible for the maintenance, safety and management of Blue Flag
beaches in the Western Cape area.
The course, presented by Khonzani Lembeni,
aimed to assist participants in understanding
the history and background to Blue Flag, the
challenges faced by beaches seeking Blue
Flag accreditation and the criteria for maintaining Blue Flag status. In addition, partici-

pants received training and information on
the impact of global warming on world
beaches, shark conservation, beach safety,
beach ecology and effective communication,
to name but a few of the topics that were
covered.
The Western Cape currently has thirteen
beaches which have been awarded Blue Flag
status. Of these beaches six are within the
jurisdiction of the City of Cape Town, three
in the Overstrand Municipality, two in
Mosselbay, one in the Swartland district and
one in Hessequa.
Each beach and marina that wishes to apply
for the Blue Flag status has to comply with a
number of strict criteria. These criteria refer
to water quality, environmental education
and information, environmental management,

safety and other services offered at the beach
or marina in question.
The first Blue Flags were awarded in 1985 to
French coastal municipalities that complied
with criteria covering sewerage treatment and
bathing water quality. In 1987, during the
European “Year of the Environment”, the
programme was adopted as part of the activities for that year. It has since grown into a
highly sought after international award. This
voluntary eco-label award has been awarded
to 3,450 beaches and marinas in forty-one
countries world-wide.
The Blue Flag programme is owned and run
by the Foundation for Environmental Education, which is an independent, non-profit
organisation.
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Ornithologist receives 2010 SANCOR Student Travel Award

S

ANCOR congratulates Genevieve
Jones for winning the 2010 Student
travel award. She is a final year

doctoral student at UCT's Percy FitzPatrick
Institute of African Ornithology and her supervisor is Prof Peter Ryan.
She will be attending the World Seabird Conference (WSC), “Seabirds: Linking the
Global Oceans" from

7 to 11 September

2010 in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada.
This is the first international conference of its
kind and its goal is to put seabird management and conservation into a worldwide perspective.
Genevieve's doctoral studies has involved
three-years of intense monitoring of breeding
performance and individual quality of Wan-

Genevieve Jones from the hut on the Research Station on Marion Island

dering Albatrosses on Marion Island, build-

tional attention through international treaties

fication system for wetlands of the Western

ing on a 25-year-long study of these popula-

and conferences alike.

Cape (South Africa). Subsequently she

tions. One of the most fascinating aspects of

worked in Britain for the Centre of Ecology

this substantial dataset is that she is able to

An avid bird watcher since childhood, Gene-

and Hydrology, on North Sea seabirds, birds

track life histories of individual seabirds. Her

vieve has been involved in numerous birding

of prey and upland passerines on the Isle of

research can be used to upgrade management

activities in a professional and voluntary

May and Scottish Highlands. She has worked

and conservation procedures of albatross

capacity. She graduated with a BSc Hons

as a biological consultant, assessing impacts

species, most of which are listed as vulner-

from Wits University in 1997 and then spent

of potential wind farms and also conducted

able. Their preservation is receiving interna-

a year at Marion Island, where she worked

research investigating bird habitat use of

mainly with albatross and petrels but also on

potential wind farm areas on the Hebrides.

penguins, researching population dynamics
and the effects of marine pollutants on sea-

Before returning to South Africa she worked

birds. This experience fueled her lifelong

on longline fishing vessels of the Falkland

passion for ornithology and focused her inter-

Islands for the FI Fisheries Department, ob-

ests on seabirds.

serving albatross and petrel bird interactions
with the fisheries. She was based on Marion

She then spent time working towards devel-

Island for a further two overwintering years

oping conservation policies for wetlands in

researching albatross reproductive behaviours

South Africa at the Freshwater Research Unit

and has now returned to Cape Town to write

(UCT), as well as working with African pen-

up her PhD.

guins and assisting with research for the African-Eurasian Waterbird Agreement project
1

Source:

for the Animal Demography Unit (UCT) . At

1

the same time she completed an MSc in Zo-

genevieve.html

ology at UCT (2002) by developing a classi-

http://www.fitzpatrick.uct.ac.za/docs/
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and disturbing coral reefs.

ORI Student wins award
the judges "oohing and aahing" almost instantly.

Camilla is due to complete her PhD entitled
"Indicators of condition on the marginal, high
latitude reefs of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa" in early 2010. She won a cash prize, as

The picture was taken in the Research Aquarium at ORI and Camilla's aim was to show
that although corals are tiny animals, they are
very important because they are the basic
building blocks for huge ecosystems like the
Great Barrier Reef. Coral reefs are threat-

T

he South African Agency

ened globally from a variety of human-

for Science and Technol-

related activities. The purpose of growing

ogy

Advancement

corals in research aquaria is to reduce the

(SAASTA) hosts an an-

pressure of collecting colonies from the wild

well as a Canon DSLR camera for her winning photograph (below).

♦

This article was originally published in
The Oricle, Newsletter of the Oceanographic Research Institute, Issue 53,
December 2009.

Camilla also serves as Student Representative
on the SANCOR Steering Committee.

nual competition - the Southern African Science Lens Photography Competition - to
communicate science in new and innovative
ways.

Oceanographic Research Institute (ORI) PhD
student Camilla Floros was the winner of the
Science Close-up category, as well as the
overall winner of the competition, which
included 300 entries from all over South
Africa.

The judges said Camilla's photograph of a
coral polyp (Fungia spp) was an instant winner. "The colour is fantastic and detail so
perfect that you want to reach out and touch
the image". The "ethereal" photograph had

The mouth of a coral polyp surrounded by tentacles
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